Everything visible. Everything secure.

Unparalleled visibility, end-to-end security and compliance for all your global IT assets

Qualys Cloud Platform

- 2-second visibility across all your assets
- Continuous assessment of your global security & compliance posture
- Identify compromised assets
- Consolidate all your security and compliance stacks
- Secure your digital transformation
- Drastically reduce your spend
Qualys Cloud Platform.
The revolutionary architecture that powers Qualys’ IT security and compliance cloud apps.

Sensors that provide you continuous visibility
On-premises, at endpoints or in the cloud, the Qualys Cloud Platform sensors are always on, giving you continuous 2-second visibility of all your IT assets. Remotely deployable, centrally managed and self-updating, the sensors come as physical or virtual appliances, or lightweight agents. Our sensors also come natively integrated with Cloud Infrastructure providers such as AWS, Azure and GCP.

All data analyzed in real time
Qualys Cloud Platform provides an end-to-end solution, allowing you to avoid the cost and complexities that come with managing multiple security vendors. The Qualys Cloud Platform automatically gathers and analyzes security and compliance data in a scalable, state-of-the-art backend, and provisioning additional cloud apps is as easy as checking a box.

Unique advantages of the Qualys Cloud Platform
- No hardware to buy or manage
- Lower operating costs
- Seamless scaling
- Easy global scanning

Nothing to install or manage, and all services are accessible in the cloud via web interface. Qualys operates and maintains everything.

With everything in the cloud, there are no capital expenditures, no extra human resources needed, and no infrastructure or software to buy and maintain.

Easily perform scans on geographically distributed and segmented networks at the perimeter, behind the firewall, on dynamic cloud environments and endpoints.

Qualys Cloud Platform is a scalable, end-to-end solution for all aspects of IT security. Once deployed, seamlessly add new coverage, users and services as you need them.
Qualys Cloud Platform in numbers

1+ trillion
Security Events

3+ billion
IP Scans/Audits a Year

28+ billion
Data Points Indexed on Elasticsearch Clusters

99.9996%
Six Sigma Scanning Accuracy

Respond to threats immediately

With Qualys’ Cloud Agent technology, there’s no need to schedule scan windows or manage credentials for scanning. And Qualys Continuous Monitoring service lets you proactively address potential threats whenever new vulnerabilities appear, with real-time alerts to notify you immediately.

See the results in one place, anytime, anywhere

Qualys Cloud Platform is accessible directly in the browser, no plugins necessary. With an intuitive, single-pane-of-glass user interface for all its apps, it lets you customize dashboards, drill down into details, and generate reports for teammates and auditors.

Available as a Public or Private Cloud, on-premises

Full server rack
For governments, enterprises, and MSSPs

Virtual rack
For governments, enterprises, and MSSPs

Standalone appliance
For small businesses

Up-to-date resources
Qualys has the largest knowledge base of vulnerability signatures in the industry, and performs over 3 billion IP scans per year. All security updates are made in real time.

Data stored securely
Vulnerability data is securely stored and processed in an n-tiered architecture of load-balanced servers. Our encrypted databases are physically and logically secure.
Cloud Platform Apps.

Qualys apps are fully integrated and natively share the data they collect for real-time analysis and correlation. Provisioning another app is as easy as checking a box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSET MANAGEMENT</th>
<th>WEB APPLICATION SECURITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI</strong> Asset Inventory</td>
<td><strong>WAS</strong> Web Application Scanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain full, instant visibility of all global IT assets wherever they reside – on premises, in clouds or at mobile endpoints</td>
<td>Secure web applications with end-to-end protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SYN</strong> CMDB Sync</td>
<td><strong>WAF</strong> Web Application Firewall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronize asset information from Qualys into ServiceNow CMDB</td>
<td>Block attacks and virtually patch web application vulnerabilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT SECURITY</th>
<th>COMPLIANCE MONITORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VM</strong> Vulnerability Management</td>
<td><strong>PC</strong> Policy Compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuously detect and protect against attacks, anytime, anywhere</td>
<td>Assess security configurations of IT systems throughout your network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TP</strong> Threat Protection</td>
<td><strong>SCA</strong> Security Configuration Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinpoint your most critical threats and prioritize patching</td>
<td>Automate configuration assessment of global IT assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CM</strong> Continuous Monitoring</td>
<td><strong>PCI</strong> PCI Compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alerts you in real time about network irregularities</td>
<td>Automate, simplify and attain PCI compliance quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IOC</strong> Indication of Compromise</td>
<td><strong>FIM</strong> File Integrity Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuously monitor endpoints to detect suspicious activity</td>
<td>Log and track file changes across global IT systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CS</strong> Container Security</td>
<td><strong>SAQ</strong> Security Assessment Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discover, track, and continuously protect containers</td>
<td>Minimize the risk of doing business with vendors and other third parties.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CRAWLSECURITY

Cloud Inventory
Inventory public cloud workloads and infrastructure

Cloud Security Assessment
Get full visibility and control across all public cloud instances

CERTIFICATE SECURITY

Certificate Inventory
Inventory TLS/SSL digital certificates on a global scale

Certificate Assessment
Assess your digital certificates and TLS configurations

Customizable, user-defined dynamic dashboard for real-time tracking progress of WannaCry remediation alerts
Solutions.

Consolidate your security and compliance stack and keep your teams in sync.

**Infrastructure Security**
Everything you need for on-premises data center security: asset inventory, passive and active scanning, vulnerability management and more.

**Cloud Infrastructure Security**
You must secure the workloads being shifted to public clouds. With native AWS, Azure and Google Cloud integrations, Qualys gives you instant visibility into these instances and full security and compliance control.

**Endpoint Security**
The variety and quantity of endpoints on your network continue to rise, and so do security and compliance risks. With Qualys, you’ll continuously discover, track and protect PCs, laptops, IoT devices, smartphones, peripherals and other networked endpoints.

**Web App Security**
It’s never been easier for employees to bypass IT and install unsafe web apps. Qualys continually detects all your web apps – approved and unapproved – and provides continuous cloud-based protection.

**DevSecOps**
Qualys puts security into your DevOps environment, automating the detection of coding and configuration errors in your iterative, collaborative software development lifecycle, prioritizing vulnerability remediation, shielding web apps and flagging hacker intrusions.

**Compliance**
You enforce compliance with complex internal policies, industry mandates and external regulations, and assess vendor risk. Qualys’ cloud-based solutions give you the clarity, control and flexibility you need to keep your organization compliant.
Building security and compliance for the digital transformation with the Qualys Cloud Platform

The digital transformation is bringing new opportunities to your company—but also exposing it to new security risks. New vulnerabilities, regulations and tools are surfacing all the time. The Qualys Cloud Platform can guide your company through all of it.

Streamline your IT security operations across clouds

Save time and money with Qualys’ all-in-one, cloud-based solution. No hardware to install or software to maintain. Avoid the gaps that come with trying to glue together different siloed solutions.

See it all in one place, anytime, anywhere, in real-time

See your security and compliance posture in one browser window, without plugins or a VPN. No need to wait for reports to run—all the data is updated in real-time.

Demonstrate and maintain compliance

Respond to auditors and regulations in a timely and accurate manner. We help you show that the required controls are in place and your environment is continually compliant.

Achieve IT security and compliance in a single platform, and drastically reduce your spend.

“The Qualys Cloud Platform simplifies the complexity associated with managing multiple security solutions, while at the same time increasing the automation, effectiveness and proactive nature of security.”

Robert Ayoub
Research Director, Security Products at IDC
About Qualys.
The leading provider of IT security and compliance solutions at your fingertips.

Born in the cloud, with a fresh approach to security

The Qualys Cloud Platform and its integrated apps help businesses simplify security operations and lower the cost of compliance by delivering critical security intelligence on demand and automating the full spectrum of auditing, compliance and protection for IT systems and web applications.

Founded in 1999, Qualys has established strategic partnerships with leading managed service providers and consulting organizations including Accenture, BT, Cognizant Technology Solutions, Deutsche Telekom, Fujitsu, HCL, DXC Technology (formerly HP Enterprise), IBM, Infosys, NTT, Optiv, SecureWorks, Tata Communications, Verizon and Wipro. The company is also a founding member of the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA).

Request a full trial (unlimited-scope) at qualys.com/trial

Qualys is easy to implement, easy to use, fully scalable – and requires NO infrastructure or software to maintain.

Trusted globally

Over 10,300 global businesses in more than 130 countries trust Qualys to streamline their security and compliance solutions and build security into their digital transformation initiatives – for greater agility, better business outcomes, and substantial cost savings.

The majority of each of the Forbes Global 100 and Fortune 100 rely on Qualys, and:

- 9 of the top 10 in Technology
- 9 of the top 10 in Retail
- 9 of the top 10 in Biotech
- 8 of the top 10 in Banking
- 7 of the top 10 in Chemical